We study the tidal deformations of various known black hole and wormhole solutions in a simple context of warped compactification -Randall-Sundrum theory in which the four-dimensional spacetime geometry is that of a brane embedded in five-dimensional Anti-de Sitter spacetime. The linearized gravitational perturbation theory generically reduces to either an inhomogeneous second-order ODE or a homogeneous third-order ODE of which indicial roots associated with an expansion about asymptotic infinity can be related to Tidal Love Numbers. We describe various tidal-deformed metrics, classify their indicial roots, and find that in particular the quadrupolar TLN is generically non-vanishing. Thus it could be a signature of a braneworld by virtue of its potential appearance in gravitational waveforms emitted in binary merger events.
Introduction
Recent spectacular advances in gravitational-wave (GW) detection have brought new optimism and excitement in using GW astronomy to explore a range of topics in black hole and neutron star physics. In particular, the GW signal emitted by a neutron-star binary carries information about the nuclear equation of state through Tidal Love Numbers which are fundamentally a set of quantities that measure the gravitational tidal deformation of the object. As was first explained in a seminal work by Flanagan and Hinderer in [1] , the (electric, quadrupolar) TLN makes its appearance as a phase in the GW waveform at the fifth post-Newtonian order during the inspiral stage of a binary merger. Various detection events could then measure or set bounds on the TLN and thus the parameters (eg. equation of state parameters, theory couplings, etc.) that it depends on (see for example [2, 3] for the most recent neutron binary (GW170817) data analysis performed by LIGO).
For black holes in general relativity, the TLN is conspicuously zero [4, 5] . In linearized perturbation theory, one can derive the differential equations which metric perturbations have to obey, and we can read off the TLNs from their large distance behavior. For the Schwarzschild black hole, the metric perturbations can be analytically solved and upon imposing regularity at the horizon, one could demonstrate the vanishing of its TLN. For neutron stars, we match the exterior spacetime to a suitable interior, and the TLN thus depends on the equation of state parameters associated with the stellar interior.
It is a natural and well-motivated question to explore how deviations from ordinary GR may lead to the non-vanishing of TLNs, especially in view of the large amount of work dedicated to various theoretical models for its UV completion. Let us briefly point out recent related results on this issue. In [6] , black hole solutions in an effective field theory framework encompassing various higher-order curvature extensions of the Einstein-Hilbert action were studied and it was found that they have non-vanishing TLNs. A similar work in [7] found the same phenomenon for black holes in a theory with R 3 terms. In [8] , black hole solutions in Brans-Dicke theory, Chern-Simons gravity and Einstein-Maxwell theory were studied for their TLNs, and non-vanishing quadrupolar and octopolar magnetic TLNs were found in the case of Chern-Simons gravity. The authors of [8] also computed the TLNs of compact exotic objects which are not black holes such as wormholes, boson stars, etc. which turn out to possess non-vanishing TLNs as well. Coupled with the increasing precision of GW detectors in the near future, this collection of recent results demonstrates that TLNs could be interesting and important indicators of new physics.
In this paper, we study the TLNs for various black hole and wormhole solutions in a simple context of warped compactification -Randall-Sundrum theory [9] in which our four-dimensional spacetime geometry is that of a brane embedded in a five-dimensional spacetime which has AdS 5 as its vacuum. The conception of this model was originally motivated by the gauge hierarchy problem, and it has been actively studied at various levels, including its embedding in string theory, relevance for AdS/CFT, etc. In our opinion, this braneworld scenario is a simple and well-motivated backdrop where one could start to probe how extra dimensions affect TLNs. In this case, the extra dimension is non-compact and gravity is localized on the brane by the warped geometry of the embedding spacetime.
Most of this paper will be devoted to the electric, quadrupolar TLN commonly termed as k 2 , since as shown in [1] , it is the phenomenologically relevant one that appears at the fifth post-Newtonian order in the waveform. We will also present some essential and useful results for the general TLN associated with polar perturbations, but we leave axial-type or magnetic TLNs [10] for future work. The background braneworld solutions include black holes, wormholes and naked singularities which were presented in the literature some time ago. They are exact solutions to a four-dimensional formulation of Randall-Sundrum model with an effective energy-momentum tensor (capturing the effects of the extra dimension) as first derived by Shiromizu, Maeda and Sasaki in [11] . The perturbation equations yield differential equations which appear difficult for analytic solutions but as we shall explain, the computation of TLNs in this case does not quite necessitate exact solutions but rather appropriate series expansions about infinity and the metric singularities, provided the singular points of the differential equations are regular. The families of solutions we consider are all parametrically connected to some well-defined limits of a particular black hole solution which share the same metric form with the Reissner-Nordström solution but with a negative tidal charge. This 'Tidal black hole' will be used as an anchor solution for us to check the consistency of various series solutions. In the vanishing charge limit, it reduces to the Schwarzschild metric [12] . We should point out in [13] , there was an attempt to compute the TLN for the Tidal black hole, but upon review (see details in Section 4.2), we find that there is unfortunately a major error in that calculation. Nonetheless, we refer the reader to [13] for a study of TLNs of braneworld stars [14] which this paper does not cover.
Here is a summary of our main results: (i)TLNs of braneworld black holes and wormholes studied here are generically non-vanishing, (ii)they can be expressed for most cases as polynomials in the parameter that characterizes each family of solution, (iii)indicial roots associated with near-horizon and asymptotic expansions display some level of universality across various families of solutions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we furnish a review of the notions of TLNs and the effective field equations of the Randall-Sundrum braneworld model respectively, establishing some conventions along the way. In Section 4, we derive the perturbation equations and show that we end up with either a homogeneous third-order ODE or an inhomogeneous secondorder ODE to solve. In Sections 5 and 6, we study each braneworld solution in detail, staying mostly focussed on the case of the quadrupolar TLN. In each case, we will briefly state relevant aspects of the causal structure of each solution following the relevant references which the reader can refer to for the CP diagrams and other elaborations. Finally, we end with some concluding remarks in Section 7.
On Tidal Love Numbers
We begin by reviewing the notion of tidal love numbers (TLN) following [15] . They are quantities which measure the effect of gravitational tidal deformation due to some external companion or field on the object and its appearance in gravitational waveforms was first studied seriously in [1] . In Newtonian gravity, the TLN is a constant of proportionality between the tidal field applied to the body and the resulting multipole moment of its mass distribution. One can characterize the tidal field by the tidal moment
where U ext is the Newtonian potential of some external body. This is evaluated at the body's CM and we are working in the object's local asymptotic rest frame with the x a in (2.1) being asymptotically CM centered Cartesian coordinates. It is a symmetric and tracefree tensor which can be covariantly described by the Weyl tensor 1 . On the other hand, we define the quadrupole moment as
where ρ(x) is the mass density within the body. In the absence of the tidal field, we assume the body to be spherical and Q ab vanishes. In the presence of a weak tidal field, from dimensional analysis,
where R is the body's radius and the rest are conventions. k 2 is the dimensionless tidal love number for a quadrupolar deformation and is the object of focus in this paper.
More generally, we could have tidal moments of higher multipole orders and higher powers of x a . The set of tidal love numbers k l then measures the body's response. A useful way of characterizing this definition can be obtained from the expression of the Newtonian potential
where L ∼ a 1 a 2 ...a l is a multi-index that contains l individual indices. The tidal moment is now defined as ξ L (t) = − 1 (l−2)! ∂ L U ext , and the l− pole moment of the mass distribution is the tensor
5)
where L denotes the removal of its trace. It is useful to formulate a working definition of the tidal love numbers from the following metric ansatz.
where S l0 ϕ = sin(θ)∂ θ Y l0 . The 'electric' and 'magnetic' tidal love numbers are defined as
where we have absorbed a factor of 4π 2l+1 in M l , S l , with the two types of TLNs describing polar and axial perturbations. Typically, we use gravitational perturbation theory to construct the metric describing the tidal deformations. One can parametrize static perturbations of spherically symmetric and static geometries is as follows (see for example [17] ). Let g µν = g (bg) µν + h µν , then in the chart of {t, r, θ, φ}, we can write
where P l = dP l (cos θ) d(cos θ) , and P l = P l (cos θ) are Legendre polynomials used as basis functions for the angular dependence and due to the spherical symmetry of the ansatz, we suppress the degenerate azimuthal numbers. The above ansatz for static linearized perturbations was first studied by Thorne and Campolattaro [18] and has since been frequently invoked in studies of TLN as well as quasi-Schwarzschild solutions [17] . For solutions relevant for TLN, the metric is not asymptotically flat and is valid within a restricted domain that lies in the compact object's exterior and which captures the tidal effects of an external matter source.
In the remaining of our paper, we will focus mainly on k (E) 2 -the dimensionless quadrupolar TLN which carries crucial phenomenological value due to its appearance as a tidal phase correction in the gravitational waveform associated with the inspiral stage. Taking l = 2 in (2.8), we have
(2.10)
We have suppressed other angular harmonics in our ansatz for the perturbation. Let us quickly note that upon restoring them, we can write the metric component g tt in the form
where n i = x i /r is the unit vector and the quarupole moment Q ij is traceless. The r 2 term represents the tidal force and the 1/r 3 term characterizes the compact object's response to the tidal force. To linear order in ξ ij , the induced moment takes the form (see for example [19] )
Using the ansatz for l = 2 and expanding in spherical harmonics, we can write
(2.13)
Comparing between (2.11) and (2.6) yields
To extract k (E) 2 , we need the asymptotic series expansion of h tt from which we read off any nonvanishing pair of r 2 and 1/r 3 terms. Since we are seeking the induced response, the relevant term of the form 1/r 3 should vanish together with the tidal force term. In the following, for each braneworld solution, we will focus on computing λ = 1 3 C 3 C 2 , where C 3 , C 2 are the coefficients of the 1/r 3 , r 2 terms in an asymptotic series expansion of h tt . We will refer to λ as the Tidal Love Number (TLN) from now on.
On Randall-Sundrum theory with warped compactification
In this section, we furnish some essential points concerning the background gravitational theory -Randall-Sundrum theory with a brane of positive tension on which gravity is localized via curvature rather than compactification [9] . We work with a five-dimensional bulk with AdS 5 as the vacuum and an energy-momentum tensor that is confined on the 3 + 1D brane, in which the effective cosmological constant can be set to vanish with a choice of brane tension. Following [11] , we find it useful to formulate the gravitational dynamics purely in terms of an effective four-dimensional theory which we review below. We will also derive how various metric components (including the perturbations) which are functions of the 3+1D brane-worldvolume coordinates appear in the line element obtained by expanding the metric about the brane.
We begin with a parent 5D metric ansatz that reads
where y is a Gaussian normal coordinate that is orthogonal to the brane. In the neighborhood of y = 0 where the confining brane lies, we can express the metric perturbation as
where we denote ∂ y with a prime for notational simplicity in this section. From (3.1), the extrinsic curvature describing the embedding of constant y surfaces reads
We can fine-tune the brane cosmological constant to vanish, with
where λ is the brane tension, and κ 2 4,5 = 8πG 4,5 . In this paper, we will adopt this condition for simplicity. The ordinary 4D limit involves taking κ 5 → 0, λ ∼ κ −4 5 → ∞ such that κ 4 is finite. Henceforth, we denote κ 4 simply as κ. The 5D field equations read
For the energy content, we set
Together with the fine-tuned vanishing of Λ 4 , it can be shown using Gauss-Codazzi equations (see for example [21] ) that the field equations on the brane read
Apart from the continuity of metric across y = 0, the Israel junction conditions impose the discontinuity of the extrinsic curvature to be
which implies that on the brane,
By virtue of the metric ansatz, we also have (3.3) which leads to the following useful relation on the brane g µν (x, 0) = 1 2 Kg µν (x, 0). (3.10)
With the metric perturbation switched on, the scalar K = − 2 3 κ 2 5 λ remains invariant and specifies the constraint on the brane g µν (x, 0)g µν (x, 0) = K 2 .
(3.11)
The perturbations have to satisfy (from (3.10)) h µν (x, 0) = 1 2 Kh µν (x, 0). (3.12) Under the perturbation, we find
When restricted on the brane, we find
with a slightly different background relation
We note that equations (3.14) and (3.15) imply that up to second-order in y, we have the following expansion of the metric components.
In subsequent sections, we will work with various classical solutions in an effective 3+1D description as backgrounds. We will not seek their 4+1D completion beyond what they imply for the bulk extension via (3.16) and (3.17) . Although it has proven difficult to find the full solution in the bulk, the effective 4D field equations were shown in [11] to be fully consistent. 2 
On the perturbation equations
From (3.7), we see that E µν should be interpreted as an energy-momentum tensor satisfying the Bianchi identity. We proceed by adopting the following ansatz for it
where r µ , U µ are unit radial and time-like vectors respectively, h µν = g µν + U µ U ν and the quantities ρ, Π are the effective density and stress induced on the brane. We also set κ 4 = 1 from now on. This ansatz has turned out to be very useful in seeking classical solutions (see for example [21] for an extensive review). For the solutions we consider, we take q µ to vanish and ρ = ρ(r), Π = Π(r) which generally correspond to spherically symmetric and static geometries. We adopt the metric ansatz
The Bianchi identity can be further simplified to be a single ODE in the radial coordinate
The background field equations read
In terms of the functions f, g,
We express the perturbations in the basis of Legendre polynomials P l (cos θ).
Also the Bianchi identity translates into an ODE for the perturbations of ρ, Π as follows. From (4.3)
δρ
Since ρ, Π parametrize the 5D graviton perturbations, we take δρ, δΠ to be of the same fluctuation order as the 4D metric perturbations {H 0 (r), H 2 (r), K(r)}.
Decoupling of angular modes and a third-oder ODE
In the following, we show that the angular polar modes in the basis of Legendre polynomials P l (cos θ) decouple in the linearized equations, and derive the ODE that determines H 0 (r), H 2 (r), K(r).
From now on, we omit the superscript (l) on these functions and their dependence on r for notational simplicity.
From δG r θ = 0, we find the relation
whereas from δG θ θ − δG φ φ , we obtain
(4.10) which implies for l > 2 that 3
We find that K in eliminated in δG r r − δG t t which reads
The appearance of P 1+l , P 2+l may suggest possible couplings among different polar modes, but at this point we invoke Bonnet's recursion formula (l + 2)P 2+l − (2l + 3) cos(θ)P l+1 + (l + 1)P l = 0 to simplify eqn. (4.12) to be
Thus we see there is decoupling of the polar modes since the angular dependence lies purely in P l (cos(θ)). This should be equated to 2 3 (2δρ − δΠ)P l . We are left with the tracelessness condition which however involves K(r). To proceed, we can invoke the Bianchi identity again to reduce the equations to a single third-order ODE. First, we find the relation
which allows one to express δΠ in terms of δρ. This equation is identical for all l > 2. Substituting into
we find the following third-order ODE
There is a distinguished case of Π = 2ρ = − q r 4 , f = 1/g = 1 − 2m r + q r 2 which corresponds to the important example of the Tidal black hole. We will study this solution in detail in Section 5 . In this case we find that δρ decouples from the differential equations and (4.15) implies that
We should point out that in [13] , while studying this black hole solution, the authors unfortunately took the (correct) relation Π = 2ρ to imply the (incorrect) relation δΠ = 2δρ. Although it is true that there is no a priori constraints between ρ, Π, the linearized perturbations of these functions have to satisfy the Bianchi identity for consistency of the field equations, and (4.15) simply leads to (4.18) for this solution (without imposing any further constraints by hand).
In this case, equation (4.13) simplifies to read
where α parametrizes the arbitrary constant for δρ, 4 and
In Section 5, we will discuss the near-horizon and asymptotic series solutions to (4.19) , focussing mostly on the more phenomenologically relevant l = 2 case.
On the Tidal Black Hole
In this section, we study the tidal deformation of the following black hole solution first presented in [22] with metric
This is of the usual Reissner-Nordström form but we note that the corresponding energy-momentum tensor is of course not of Maxwell's theory. The parameter q is known as the tidal charge parameter and is of the negative sign which can be interpreted as a strengthening of the gravitational field. We will henceforth refer to this solution as the 'Tidal Black Hole'. There is a regular horizon at
The other zero of f lies at a negative r − = m 1 − 1 − q m 2 . The background fields read
Setting l = 2 in (4. 19) , we obtain the equation
, Q(r) = (−2(q 2 + 2qr(−m + r) + r 2 (2m 2 − 6mr + 3r 2 ))) (q + r(−2m + r)) 2 .
(5.5)
In the following, we first study the series expansion about the horizon which has a useful and manifest GR limit. We then study the asymptotic series solution to (5.4) which turns out to reveal a non-vanishing TLN that is a simple function of mass and tidal charge.
Expansion about r = r h
We now carry out an expansion about r = r h , and impose regularity at the horizon. Let x = (r − r h )/m and recast the ODE in variable x, writing (5.4) as
which has roots being ±1 independent of q. The two homogeneous solutions are thus of the form
Since y 2 (x) diverges as x → 0, this implies that g rr is divergent at the horizon -a feature which nullifies the series as part of the general solution which is thus the sum of y 1 (x) and the particular solution. We also find the particular solution of the following form
In the q = 0 limit, these series solutions read
We can compare them with the Schwarzschild case in ordinary GR for which there is an exact solution for H 0 first presented by Hinderer to be
(5.11) In terms of the expansion variable x, we found that (5.11) can be equivalently expressed as
Since the solution parametrized by c 1 diverges at the horizon, we are left with y 1 (x) which implies that the Schwarzschild black hole in ordinary GR has vanishing TLN. Also the particular solution vanishes in the ordinary GR limit, since α parametrizes fluctuations of the matter density that effectively descend purely from the 5D brane embedding (and not from 4D matter).
Although the expansion about the horizon allows us to match the general form of regular solution to the Schwarzschild case in the limit of ordinary GR, we need the expansion about infinity to study the TLN since the latter is most conveniently read off from such a series. Nonetheless, we have picked up the crucial fact that the most general regular solution is parametrized by two arbitrary constants and we can use the q = 0, α = 0 limit to identify them when we carry out the series expansion about infinity. Finally, for the higher values of l, we find that we have the same indicial equation as in the l = 2 case, with the roots being ±1. There is also a particular solution of the same form as in the l = 2 case. This once again implies that there are two regular branches of solutions, with one of them relevant for capturing the tidal response.
Expansion about r = ∞
We now perform a series expansion about r = ∞ in order to pick up any non-vanishing TLN. After switching to coordinate u = m/r, we find the ODE
We find the expansion behavior
which reveal r = ∞ or u = 0 to be a regular point. The indicial equation reads
which has roots 3 or −2. The two independent homogeneous solutions are thus of the form
We also find the particular solution to be of the following form
For these series solutions in u, it is not apparent which one is regular at the horizon while we gathered from Section 5.1 that it is parametrized by two arbitrary constants. This is where taking the q = 0 limit comes in useful. In the q = 0 limit, we have
We note that the homogeneous solution Y r is the one that correctly reduces to the regular solution branch for the Schwarzschild black hole in (5.11) . On the other hand, for Y d (u), we find that in the same limit, it reduces precisely to the corresponding solution parametrized by c 1 in (5.11) and is the one that is divergent at the horizon. Thus, we identify Y r (u), Y p (u) to be the regular solutions. The most general regular tidal-deformed solution is of the form
where C and the free parameter α (in Y p (u) ) are arbitrary constants. We note that the particular solution does not contain the tidal moment (r 2 -term) although there is a non-vanishing quadrupolar moment due to the 5D embedding. Since we are considering the induced response of the body to some tidal force, when reading off the TLN, we consider purely Y r (u) which contains the tidal moment term and possibly some induced quadrupolar moment. Thus, taking α = 0, we have
whereC k ,D k are constant coefficients which can be computed straightforwardly whenever required. This expression does not contain 1/r 3 term on its own, but taking into account the undeformed metric component, we find
This is our first example of a braneworld black hole solution that has a non-vanishing TLN which clearly increases with mass and the tidal charge q.
For higher values of l, from the expansion about infinity, we find the same solution for 2 − P (u) but Q(u) is l-dependent and reads
The indicial equation reads
which has roots {−l, 1 + l} with the particular solution being identical for all l ≥ 2. We note that the most general tidal solution regular at the horizon is of the form
where Y r (u) is the solution associated with the indicial root of −l which contains the correct leading order tidal moment r l . In this series, one can read off the higher l-order TLN. The solution associated with the other root of 1 + l diverges at the horizon.
Other examples of braneworld black holes and wormholes
We now proceed to consider other black hole and wormhole solutions with a similar computational approach focussing on the l = 2 case. As we noted earlier, in the generic case, there is no decoupling of δρ from the perturbation equations and one has to solve a homogeneous third-order ODE for H 0 . Expanding about a metric singularity in each case (this is typically a black hole horizon or wormhole throat) reveals that the general regular solution should contain two arbitrary constants. We also require an expansion about r = ∞ to read off the TLN in the absence of analytic solutions. Although such series solutions do not manifestly allow us to impose regularity at finite horizon radii, for each family of solutions considered in this work, there is nevertheless a limiting procedure to take it to a well-defined limit of the Tidal black hole. For the latter, we have invoked the GR limit to determine the appropriate tidal-deformed solution Y r , and similarly for each case, we will adopt suitable limits to seek the regular tidal-deformed solution that correctly reduces to Y r of the Tidal black hole. This yields tidal-deformed solutions that, within each of their parameters spaces, reduce smoothly to the appropriate one in the Schwarzschild case.
In particular, for one class of black hole solutions, there exists a limit in which they correspond to the massless Tidal black hole -an exotic solution that can be recognized as the Reissner-Nordström metric with imaginary charge and vanishing mass. In the massless limit, we have
This corresponds to a particular limit of a class of black hole solutions that we shall consider shortly. The TLN for that class of black holes is then computed from the unique solution branch that reduces smoothly to Y r (u) in (5.16) . Note that in (6.1), the logarithmic terms in Y r (u) all vanish. For the cases we consider in this work, we find that logarithmic terms are generically present in the regular solutions although they play no role formally in the conventionally defined TLNs. To our knowledge, the inclusion of such terms and their effects on the tidal phase correction of gravitational waveforms in the inspiral regime has not been studied. It would be interesting to examine how such terms may affect the tidal phase correction and if they turn up at the same or lower post-Newtonian order. For a general braneworld solution other than the distinguished case in the preceding section, we have to solve a third-order ODE. In the following, we focus on the expansion about r = ∞ which is the relevant series for picking up the TLN.
For expanding about r = ∞, we define u = L/r where L is some length parameter in the undeformed solution, and recast the ODE in (4.16) into the following form
The indicial equation reads R(R − 1)(R − 2) + R(R − 1)P 10 + RP 20 + P 30 = 0 (6.4) of which roots R 1 > R 2 > R 3 determine the form of the general solution.
In the following, we consider various black hole and wormhole solutions which are static and spherically symmetric. For all the solutions considered in this work, we find the universal values P 10 = 2, P 20 = −6, P 30 = 0,
This leads to the general solution being the linear combination of
Each family of solutions has a certain limit within its moduli space which reduces uniquely to the Schwarzschild solution or certain limits of the regular tidal-deformed metric of the Tidal black hole. This yields consistency checks for regularity of each solution at the horizon or wormhole throat. As we shall demonstrate shortly, we find that y 3 (u) is the series relevant for picking the TLN. We also need the full metric component h tt in each case which is collected separately in the Appendix.
For higher values of l, in all other braneworld solutions we consider in this work, we find the following universal values for the roots of the indicial equation: P 10 = 2, P 20 = −l(1 + l), P 30 = 0,
Similar to the specific case of l = 2, this leads to the general solution being the linear combination of
CFM black holes
This family of black hole solutions was found by Casadio, Fabbri and Mazzacurati in [23] . The metric components read
. The horizon is located at r = r h = 2m and the limit β → 1 corresponds to the Schwarzschild ansatz. The TLN is read off from series expansion about r = ∞ in which we take the perturbation variable to be u = L/r = m/r. As discussed earlier, for the expansion about the horizon r = r h , we find that for the CFM black holes, the indicial equation has roots {−1, 0, 1} which indicate that there are two regular solutions and one which blow up at the horizon. In the β → 1 limit, the solution reduces to the q = 0 (Schwarzschild) limit of the Tidal black hole. Thus in this limit, each branch of solution to (6.2) should reduce to some linear combinations of those in the Schwarzschild case.
To read off the TLN, we solve for series solutions in u = m/r. For y 1 (u), we find
which, in the limit β → 1, becomes
This is precisely the series that we identify to be divergent at the horizon. We should only consider the remaining two general solutions which are regular at the horizon. The y 2 (u), y 3 (u) series read y 2 (u) = −(5 − 8β + 3β 2 )y 1 (u) log(u) + 1 + 2u − 1 2 (3β − 11)u 2 + . . .
In the β → 1 limit, the log(u) series in y 2 (u) vanishes and
which is the particular solution in the Schwarzschild case. We should note that in solving for the series y 2 (u), there is an arbitrary constant b 3 which parametrizes y 1 (u) and setting it to vanish implies that in the q → 0 limit, we have (6.12).
In the latter, the δρ equation decouples and we have an arbitrary constant characterizing the arbitrary strength of the quadrupole moment. But this is not induced by some tidal moment (there is no accompanying 1/u 2 ). The cofficient for u 3 in y 2 (u) is not what we seek in the traditional TLN definition. We should focus on the solution branch with 1/u 2 representing the presence of the tidal moment due to an external body. Now in the same limit, both log(u) and (log(u)) 2 terms in y 3 (u) vanish and we have
which is the q = 0 limit of the regular tidal-deformed Schwarzschild solution which has vanishing TLN in the absence of any r 3 term. Again, we should note that (6.13) is obtained by setting d 2 = d 5 = 0 and these parameters are otherwise arbitrary. From h tt (see Appendix), we read off the TLN to be (see 
γ-wormholes
This family of solutions was studied by Casadio, Fabbri and Mazzacurati in [23] , and contains both pathological naked singularities as well as regular wormhole geometries. The metric components read 15) with γ = 1 being the Schwarzschild limit. For γ < 1, the metric is singular at
16)
where r h = 2m 2−γ is a null and singular surface along which the Ricci scalar R diverges as R ∼ 1/ ( √ r − r 0 − √ r h − r 0 ). For γ > 1, the only metric singularity lies at r 0 = 2mγ. There is a turning/minimum point (for all timelike geodesics) at r = 2mγ where all curvature invariants are regular. The causal interpretation is that of a wormhole solution as explained in [23] .
We find the following series solutions. Corresponding to the highest root of the indicial equation,
which is the solution that in the limit q → 1 reduces precisely to the divergent branch of the tidal-deformed Schwarzschild solution, i.e. Thus, we discard this solution branch for ensuring regularity at horizon. We also find the following solution y 2 (u) = 1 5 −11γ 2 + 34γ − 23 y 1 (u) log(u) + 1 + 2u + 9 − γ 2 u 2 + . . . , (6.18) We note that in solving for the series y 2 (u), there is an arbitrary constant b 3 which parametrizes y 1 (u) and setting it to vanish implies that in the q → 1 limit, this solution reduces exactly to the particular solution of the tidal-deformed Schwarzschild solution, i.e. lim γ→1
Finally, corresponding to the only negative root of the indicial equation, we have
where we found that setting the arbitrary constants d 2 = d 5 = 0 allow us to identify y 3 (u) with the regular solution of the tidal-deformed Schwarzschild solution, i.e. Thus, just as in the case of the CFM black holes, we found that the three series solutions can be parametrically connected to their corresponding series solutions of the q = 0 limit of the tidaldeformed Tidal black hole in a unique way, and that the one corresponding to the negative root of the indicial equation y 3 (u) is the one relevant for computing TLN.
Taking into account the background metric, from the series expansion of h tt = f (r)y 3 (u) we can read off the TLN to be (see Figures 3 and 4 )
In the neighborhood of the critical value γ = 1, we find that λ > 0 for γ > 1 which corresponds to non-singular wormhole geometries whereas λ < 0 for γ < 1 which corresponds to naked singularities. This is similar to the scenario in our study of tidal-deformed CFM black hole solutions where a positive λ labels the non-singular wormhole branch of the solution class whereas negative λ pertains to Schwarzschild-type black holes near the critical Schwarzschild point. In both cases, λ is a degreefour polynomial in the parameter with one of the polynomial roots associated with the Schwarzschild limit.
Bronnikov-Kim wormholes
In [24] , Bronnikov, Melnikov and Dehnen presented a powerful solution-generating technique to construct exact braneworld black hole and wormhole solutions for Randall-Sundrum theory considered in our work, covering the previous two families of solutions. In this and the subsequent sections, we study the two concrete examples mentioned in their seminal work. We first study example 3 of [24] where the line element reads
with the parameter r 0 determining the causal structure as follows:
• r 0 <m: naked singularity at r = 2m,
•m < r 0 < 2m: wormhole with throat at r 1 > 2m,
• r 0 = 2m: extremal Reissner-Nordström,
• r 0 > 2m: wormhole with throat at r 0 .
Unlike the previous two cases, for this solution, there is no natural limiting procedure to send it to Schwarzschild, but to the q = m 2 , m = 2m limit of the Tidal black hole (which originally has negative tidal charge) or equivalently the extremal Reissner-Nordström (in ordinary GR) at some finite value of the radial coordinate r 0 = 2m. We find the following series solutions (taking the expansion variable to be u =m/r, and defining R = r 0 /m)
where for y 2 (u) and y 3 (u), we have picked uniquely appropriate values of b 3 = 0, d 2 = 8 3 , d 5 = 0 such that in the R = 2 limit, each reduces to a corresponding series solution in the q = m 2 = 4m 2 limit of the Tidal black hole. Specifically, we find in this extremal limit
with the last series solution being the regular solution from which one determines the TLN. Taking into account the background metric, from the series expansion of h tt = f (r)y 3 (u), we read off the TLN to be (see Figures 5 and 6 )
(6.23) We note that the vertical asymptote at R = 1 corresponds to the limit in which the wormhole geometry degenerates into a naked singularity. Another notable point is at R = 2 which corresponds to the extremal Reissner-Nordström solution. This turns out to be a local minimum point, with
in agreement with the q = m 2 limit of (5.16). Unlike the extremal black hole solution which has a time-like curvature singularity behind a horizon, the wormhole geometries are globally regular.
Massless Geometries
Finally, we study a family of solutions which is example 2 of Bronnikov-Melnikov-Dehnen solutiongenerating algorithm in [24] . There is no natural limits to Schwarzschild, but to the massless limit of the Tidal black hole. This family of spacetimes is interesting as it has a subset of solutions which admit interpretations of wormholes, just like the CFM family of solutions. It is parametrized by a Figure 5 : Plot of λ (in units ofm 5 ) vs R. We note that R = 1 marks the transition to a naked singularity with a vertical asymptote, the left of which pertains to naked singularities and the right of which is associated with regular wormhole geometries. At R = 2, we have the extremal Reissner-Nordström metric. Figure 6 : Plot of λ (in units ofm 5 ) vs R near the local minimum point R = 2 limit which pertains to the extremal Reissner-Nordström metric. This is a solution which is also part of the Tidal black hole family, albeit an extremal solution with positive tidal charge q = m 2 . The value of λ at R = 2 was checked to agree with (5.21) in such a limit.
dimensionless constant C and a length parameter h which in the C = 1 limit can be interpreted as an imaginary charge of the massless Reissner-Nordström.
Metric singularity arises at the following radii
In particular, we note that C = 1, f = g −1 is the Reissner-Nordström metric with zero mass and imaginary charge or the massless limit of the Tidal black hole. We find the series solutions
We find that the various series solutions reduce to those in (6.1) upon setting C = 1. We find that with q = −h 2 ,
where for y 3 (u) we have set d 2 = −2h 2 /3 = 2q/3 and d 5 = 0. Taking into account the background metric, we find (see Figure 7 below. )
The vanishing value λ corresponds to the massless Reissner-Nordström black hole with imaginary charge/massless Tidal black hole. For negative C, we have a wormhole solution. For C ∈ [0, 1], we obtain Kerr-like regular black hole. For C > 1, we have Schwarzschild-like causal structure with the singularity at some finite value of r = h/ √ 2.
The Near-Horizon Regime
We now consider series solutions relevant for the 'near-horizon' regime. The solutions that we study in this paper include wormholes and naked singularities apart from black hole geometries, and in those cases, we consider the expansion about the throat and singular loci. By the 'near-horizon regime', we generally refer to the small neighborhood of spherical surfaces along which the metric appears to be singular. Although the series solutions constructed in the near-horizon regime will not be useful for directly reading off the TLN, obtaining their general form by computing the indicial roots serves as a consistency check of the necessary regularity at the horizon or throat. Apart from requiring them to be finite, we note that if all roots are negative, then no asymptotic series solution is regular at the horizon/throat of the black hole/wormhole tidal-deformed geometries. In the following, we compute and collect the indicial roots of all the braneworld geometries that we examine in this work by further studying (4.16) . The near-horizon expansion in the decoupled case (Tidal black hole) have been studied separately in Section 5. For C > 1, the causal structure is identical to that of Schwarzschild. For C < 0, we have globally regular wormholes, but C = 0 is not a polynomial root.
Let the expansion parameter be x = r−r h L where r h could be either the black hole throat or the wormhole throat and L is some length parameter of each family of solutions. We will also be treating a couple of cases of naked singularities, in which case, r h is simply the singular surface. In all cases, r = r h describes a codimension-two metric singularity which may or may not cloak physical curvature singularities. Writing (4.16) in the form In Table 1 below, we present their values for all the spacetime geometries considered in our paper. Foremost, the finiteness of the set of {P 10 , P 20 , P 30 } implies that x = 0 is a regular singular point for all cases. The roots of the indicial equation are, apart from a couple of cases, independent of l and for all solutions, there is at least one positive non-negative root which is a necessary condition for the existence of series solutions regular at the metric singularity associated with either a horizon or throat.
For each family of solution characterized by some real parameter α (as summarized in Table 1 , α ∈ {r 0 , h, γ, β}) the coefficient functions {P 1 (x, α), P 2 (x, α), P 3 (x, α)} are discontinuous as bivariate functions of x and α at the regular singular point x = 0 at values of α which mark transitions The only solutions with l-dependent roots are the extremal Reissner-Nordström solution which is a member of the Bronnikov-Kim family of solutions and a member of the CFM family of black hole solutions of which CP diagram is identical to that of extremal Reissner-Nordström but which are geometrically different. A subset of solutions defined by C ≤ 0 in the 'Massless geometries' family appears to fall out of this classification. The case of C = 0 has extremal Reissner-Nordström-like causal structure and metrices with C < 0 are globally regular and traversable wormholes. It would be interesting to study the relation between indicial roots and spacetime causal structures with more examples and in a deeper systematic classification. These roots reflect the tidal response of the object in the near-horizon regime and appear to capture aspects of causal structures of the various objects beyond their local horizon geometries.
Concluding remarks
For each of the five classes of static and spherically symmetric braneworld solutions examined in this work, we computed the (quadrupolar) Tidal Love Number, each being some rational function of the parameter that characterizes the family of solutions. They are generically non-vanishing and we have derived them essentially by performing an asymptotic series expansion about the radial infinity. The gravitational perturbation equations were shown to reduce to a single third-order homogeneous ODE and we found that the indicial equation associated with the regular singular point at infinity has a universal set of roots {3, 0, −2} across all the braneworld solutions, with the tidal-deformed geometry described by the series solution with the negative root.
Among the braneworld solutions, there is a distinguished case in which the effective density fluctuation can be solved analytically and the perturbation equation reduces to an inhomogeneous second-order ODE of which indicial roots associated with the asymptotic expansion are {3, −2}. This corresponds to the Tidal black hole which is one of the more popularly studied black hole solutions in Randall-Sundrum theory and its TLN reads simply as λ = 2mq 2 different families of solutions when these solutions share the same global causal structure. This fact warrants a deeper study as it appears to indicate that the indicial roots may contain physical information about the spacetime geometry beyond the near-horizon regime. For the Tidal black hole, we checked that the series solutions associated with the indicial roots {1, −1} reduce in the vanishing tidal charge limit to the regular and divergent solution branches respectively in the Schwarzschild case which can be obtained just by performing a near-horizon expansion of the exact solution.
Although we have focussed on the computation of the quadrupolar l = 2 TLN for various braneworld solutions, this work also contains several results with regards to the general l case as described by (4.16) and (4.19) . For the near-horizon expansion, we found that the indicial roots are almost exclusively independent of l, the exceptions being those with the causal structure of extremal Reissner-Nordström. For the asymptotic expansion, the set of indicial roots {3, 0, −2} generalizes to {l + 1, 0, −l} whereas for the Tidal black hole, {3, −2} generalizes to {l + 1, −l}. The methodology to compute the higher TLNs is similar -the relevant series solution is the one associated with the negative indicial root and we can adopt the identical limiting procedure to check the consistency of this approach via the parametric connection of the various braneworld solutions to the Tidal black hole. From the phenomenological point of view, the higher TLNs may not be as important since they should remain beyond the detectors' precision reach. But our study of the indicial roots in the near-horizon expansion suggests that certain aspects of the indicial equation may contain physical data related to global causal structures beyond horizon geometry. Thus, it is nevertheless an interesting conjecture to explore as it may yield further insights into the nature of gravitational degrees of freedom in braneworld black hole solutions.
A natural future work is to study the implication of the logarithmic terms in the tidal-deformed metric (as collected in the Appendix). We have computed only the traditionally defined TLNs but a more careful study may reveal the signature of these logarithmic terms in gravitational waves emitted in binary systems of these objects. Notably, these terms were absent in a separate study of black hole solutions in an effective theoretic framework collecting various extensions of GR by higher curvature terms nor mentioned in other studies of TLNs in our knowledge.
With regards to phenomenology, it was suggested in [8] that LIGO's precision could potentially bound the quadrupolar TLN k 2 to be of the order of ten or less, with the Einstein Telescope possibly improving it by a factor of a hundred, and more with LISA's capabilities. The discovery of a non-vanishing k 2 in the GW waveform of merger event presumed to be that of a black hole binary would provide exciting grounds for further study of whether the deviation is a signature of a braneworld among other possibilities. It would be interesting to generalize our work to include realistic braneworld solutions arising from gravitational collapse and in the broader context of warped compactifications in string theory beyond the specific Randall-Sundrum model we considered.
A On the metric component h tt for various tidal-deformed braneworld solutions
In this Appendix, we collect various expressions for the metric perturbation h tt = f (r)H 0 for l = 2 perturbations. The quadrupolar TLN is read off from the 1/u 2 and u 3 coefficients in each case. 
